Legislature Gets Quorum, Two Are Named Senators

By STEWART TRAVIS

Campus Staff Writer

The 63rd legislature of the Florida State Association, in its first session in 1965, has got off to an auspicious start. The impetus of the opening week is evident in the speed with which the body has responded to the problems of student government.

Firstly, there is the quorum problem. The new constitution requires 35 members of the 50-member Senate to be present for a quorum. This week, for the first time since the 1949 session, the Senate had 35 members present. The last time the Senate passed a bill was on March 21, 1959.

Sen. Tom Green, who sponsored the legislation which required a quorum, said the delay was due to "the lack of money appropriated by the legislature for salaries of the senators."

"The lack of funds has affected the faculty of students as well, for the lack of money has resulted in the failure of the Senate to pass a quorum bill," he said.

Sen. Green added that he had been working with the Senate leadership to resolve the quorum problem and that he expected the Senate to pass a quorum bill before the end of the legislative session.

In addition to the quorum problem, the Senate also passed several other bills, including a bill which would make the Senate a self-governing body and a bill which would allow the Senate to hold meetings during the spring semester.

Sen. Green said that he was pleased with the progress made by the Senate and that he expected the body to continue to make progress in the coming weeks.

"We have a long way to go," he said, "but we are making progress and I am confident that we will reach our goals."
Stop the Litter

Quite a few students have brought their parents to campus on the weekend, only to have them greeted by mail-order paper, single-use plastic, and empty cigarette packs. After the regulars were visited by anyone coming to campus for the first time or as a return visitor. It’s the old question of how can...
**SALT WATER**

The roundnet weighed minus 10 pounds. It was 11 feet long, 5 feet wide, and 8 feet high. The net was made of heavy-duty monofilament and was designed to catch large fish efficiently. The net was deployed using a motorized winch, and the seine was pulled by a team of experienced fishermen. The catch included several large species of fish, including tarpon and snook, which were carefully measured and released back into the water. The fishing trip was a success, and the fishermen returned to the dock exhausted but satisfied with their catch.

**FRESH WATER**

The lake was very shallow, and the water was clear. The fish were easily seen, and the anglers targeted the shallow areas where the fish were most likely to be found. The catch included bass, crappie, and trout, which were quickly measured and released back into the water. The fishing trip was a success, and the anglers returned to the dock exhausted but satisfied with their catch.

**MANFRED HOPES BURNING BRIGHT**

The fire was burning brightly, and the smoke was rising into the sky. The fire was started by a passing motorist who had discarded a lit cigarette. The fire was quickly spreading, and the firefighters were working hard to contain it. The firefighters were using water hoses and fire extinguishers to try to put out the fire. The fire was a hazard to the surrounding area, and the firefighters were working hard to keep it from spreading further.
A woman...'s residential neighborhood, he said, 'just another day.'

White House is Getting Point Job
WASHINGTON, Oct. 18—Washington House officials are investigating reports of the point job at the White House on the grounds that it is apparently being run as a black market. The investigation is being conducted by the Federal Trade Commission, which has jurisdiction over such operations.

Herbert Pomade
Herbert Pomade is a valuable item for men who want a neat appearance. It is made from the finest ingredients and provides a long-lasting hold. Available at most drugstores.

White House: John F. Kennedy is being sought by the Selective Service for service in the Armed Forces. The President has been under pressure to take action, and has agreed to do so.

GOING OUR WAY?

Jet National. Coast to coast.
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The Gift of Geb Foss
Foss, an assistant professor of advertising and public relations at USF, was named the Advertising and Public Relations Association of Florida's Teacher of the Year. Foss has taught at USF for 10 years and has been involved in numerous professional organizations.

Campus Will Host
Sermonized Sacristics

Inter-Religion Cooperation Project
Planning for USF

Players Meet To
Discuss Winter Trip

UC Sends
Delegates
to Emory

The University of Central Florida will send a delegation of 10 students to Emory University in Atlanta, Georgia, to discuss academic and cultural issues. The delegation will be led by USF student advisor and will include representatives from science, business, and humanities departments.

Job Interview Items Are Scheduled

After the Whistle
Policy Said Problem

Brahmans Crush
Hats 3-1

The USF Brahmas hammered the Stetson Hatters 3-1 on Saturday with a dominating performance. The Brahmas scored all four goals in the first half of the game and maintained their lead to the end. The Hatters were unable to respond with any goals throughout the match.

Good For What Ails You

Arthur Tenney's article in the USF Commodore highlights the benefits of football for mental health.

George Ordained
In Campus Service

The Rev. Dr. J. A. A. Drew, vicar of the Episcopal Church, was ordained to the diaconate in the USF chapel. The ordination was conducted by the Rev. Dr. J. A. A. Drew, vicar of the Episcopal Church, in the USF chapel.

After the Whistle
Policy Said Problem

LARRY GOODMAN

USF's Interfraternity Council program is being hampered by an imperfect policy maintained by the university administration. The policy forbids the council from endorsing candidates for student government positions, limiting its effectiveness.

As a result of the otherwise splendid policy, sons of all of the council's officers are being listed as USF students on the campus. The USF administration has been criticized for failing to support the council's goals.

An unprecedented level of interest in the USF Brahmas football program was evidenced by the large crowd that turned out to watch the Brahmas defeat the Hatters.
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USF's Interfraternity Council program is being hampered by an imperfect policy maintained by the university administration. The policy forbids the council from endorsing candidates for student government positions, limiting its effectiveness.

As a result of the otherwise splendid policy, sons of all of the council's officers are being listed as USF students on the campus. The USF administration has been criticized for failing to support the council's goals.

The Brahmas scored all four goals in the first half of the game and maintained their lead to the end. The Hatters were unable to respond with any goals throughout the match.
Mr. and Mrs. John Shepherd served as best man and maid of honor. Mr. and Mrs. Paskert left for a wedding trip to the Gulf Coast on Thursday, 8 p.m., at 4216 Beachway Dr. Tampa, Fla.

The Rev. L. E. Emerson, of the Christ the King Chapel, will lead the prayers at the church. They plan to return to Tampa Sunday afternoon.

The public is invited to attend the wedding trip to the Gulf Coast at the 99'er Restaurant, Tampa Times, Tuesday, 8 p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Tom Paskert, 1433 a reception at the church. They plan to return to Tampa Sunday afternoon.

The Rev. L. E. Emerson, of the Christ the King Chapel, will lead the prayers at the church. They plan to return to Tampa Sunday afternoon.
Thermometers Due
For Annual Testing

By JEAN REID
County Agriculture Agent

Since farmers' insurance may be increased by the use of uncalibrated instruments, they are urged to have their weather instruments checked.

The minimum period of use is one year, and in some cases, longer than one year. The meteorologists will give the county agents office. Court- P use of your talents.

Are you ready? The temperature serv- ice will be closed in the year 1965.

The weather instruments will be checked in the year 1965.

Yugoslav Tour

Up Over Last Year

The Yugoslav weather bureau has announced that weather instruments will be checked in the year 1965.

The weather bureau has announced that weather instruments will be checked in the year 1965.

World's Fair

Agriculture

For You to

NO MONEY DOWN!

FREE

INSTALLATION

FREE

OVER 400 BANS IN FLORIDA BEHIND YOU AND YOUR COMMUNITY

FLORIDA BANKERS ASSOCIATION